Abstract. During 2014, the CMS Offline and Computing Organization completed the necessary changes to use the CMS threaded framework in the full production environment. We will briefly discuss the design of the CMS Threaded Framework, in particular how the design affects scaling performance. We will then cover the effort involved in getting both the CMSSW application software and the workflow management system ready for using multiple threads for production. Finally, we will present metrics on the performance of the application and workflow system as well as the difficulties which were uncovered. We will end with CMS' plans for using the threaded framework to do production for LHC Run 2.
Introduction
The CMS experiment has moved to using multi-threading in its application in order to achieve goals for both the data processing application and the workflow management system. The primary motivation for using multiple threads within CMS' data processing application is to reduce the amount of memory used per CPU core. With the recent upgrades to the LHC accelerator, the complexity of the events recorded at CMS are expected to drive CMS' single-threaded application to need more than 2GB of resident memory when processing such events. However, by processing multiple events in parallel by using multi-threads the sharing of non-event related data reduces the per CPU core memory requirement to be well below 2GB.
The workflow management system coordinates the running of the CMS data processing application over grid sites spread throughout the world. The use of a multi-threaded application aids the workflow management system in several ways. First, by running fewer applications on a grid site it means fewer database requests and fewer open files thereby reducing pressure on that site. Second, using a multithreaded application allows us to reduce the time it takes to process one event block. CMS groups events into blocks where one block is 23 seconds of data taking. We require that all events within one block must be successfully processed by only one job because CMS does luminosity accounting on the granularity of a block. Therefore the faster we can process one block the shorter the time it takes to finish a particular job. Faster jobs means less time spent waiting for failed jobs to be rerun and therefore less time waiting for the tails of a workflow to finish. Third, one job can now do more work in the same amount of time and therefore fewer jobs are needed to run a workflow. Fewer jobs put less scaling pressure on the workflow management system.
In this paper we will discuss the following topics: an overview of the design of the multi-threaded application and its implementation, plans for how CMS will use the application in the near term, and
To whom any correspondence should be addressed. finally results of performance measurements of the application by itself and when used for processing a large workflow.
Multi-threaded Application

Single-threaded application design
In order to understand the multi-threaded application, it is useful to first understand CMS' initial single-threaded application[1] since the multi-threaded application is an evolution from the initial application. Figure 1 shows a simplified representation of how data is processed in the single-threaded application. As described earlier, events are grouped into blocks. Data pertaining to a block or to an event is processed by running an Algorithm. In figure 1 there are two algorithms: A1 and A2. The framework which drives the application runs algorithms in a preset order.
As shown in figure 1, when the framework sees a new event block (e.g. while reading data from a file) it passes the data associated with that block to each algorithm in a set order. For the application represented by Figure 1 this means first calling Algorithm 1 and then calling Algorithm 2. Once all Algorithms have been informed about a new block, the framework starts processing each event in the block in order. The first event is passed to Algorithm 1 and when it finishes the event is then passed to Algorithm 2. Once all Algorithms have finished with one event the framework proceeds to the next event. Once all events in a block have finished processing, the framework calls each Algorithm in turn to tell them that the block has finished.
Multi-threaded application design
In order to easily reuse the code written for CMS' single-threaded application in a multi-threaded application, the multi-threaded application maintained the concepts of the initial application: blocks, events and Algorithms. The main difference is instead of processing events one at a time, the multithreaded framework can process multiple events concurrently as shown in figure 2. Algorithms are used to process blocks and events Algorithms: Framework runs algorithms in a specified order
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Multi-Threaded Application Design
Evolved from original single-threaded application As shown in figure 2, when a new event block is seen, the Algorithms are called one after another on just one thread. This is identical to the single-threaded application. Once all Algorithms have been informed of the new block, the framework begins processing a different event on each thread it is controlling. In figure 2 the application is using two threads so it therefore begins to process two events.
In figure 2 we see that Algorithm 1 can process event 1 and event 2 concurrently. This is because Algorithm 1 was updated to be thread-safe. Part of that update is to inform the framework that it is safe to run the Algorithm concurrently. In contrast, we see that Algorithm 2 begins processing event 1 on thread 1 but can not begin processing event 2 until it finishes with event 1. This is because Algorithm 2 has not been updated to be thread safe (such Algorithms are referred to as legacy Algorithms) and the framework guarantees that one and only one legacy Algorithm can run at a time.
Once all events in the block have finished processing, the framework once again uses just one thread and handles the end of block in the same way as the single-threaded application. Figure 2 illustrates the two areas of potential CPU inefficiency in this design: block processing and legacy Algorithms. If the time it takes to process the begin and end block transitions is significant compared to the time spent processing events then the overall CPU efficiency drops. Similarly, if the time spent running legacy Algorithms is sufficiently large compared to the total time it takes to process one event we can also impact CPU efficiency. The performance measurements discussed later in this paper attempt to quantify the extend of such inefficiencies.
Changes for multi-threading
Although the multi-threaded application is capable of running Algorithms which have not been updated to be thread-safe, i.e. legacy Algorithms, doing so causes a significant CPU efficiency penalty because some threads are forced to remain idle. Therefore over the last year CMS has embarked on a campaign to update its Algorithms. As of the time of the writing of this paper, 1100 Algorithms have been covered to be thread-safe while leaving 2800 as legacy. The remaining legacy Algorithms have not been converted because either they are not used in standard 2015 multi-threaded workflows (e.g. are only used for testing) or have not been shown to be a significant efficiency problem.
Overall we estimate that it took 6.3 person-years to make all the changes needed to reach our present level of performance for the multi-thread application. Three person-years of that effort were for converting the single-threaded framework into the multi-threaded framework. An additional 3 personyears were required to convert the Algorithms to be thread-safe. The final .3 person-years was spent in modifying external libraries used by CMS. One of the major efforts was in changing ROOT[2] so the parts used by CMS were thread-safe. CMS gratefully acknowledges the effort the ROOT team spent in answering our questions and in incorporating our changes to ROOT back into the official ROOT code base.
Use of Multi-threading in 2015
CMS' ultimate goal for multi-threading is to be able to efficiently run all our major processing workflows using multiple threads. However, we do not plan on reaching that goal in 2015. Instead, for 2015 we will only run the reconstruction application using multiple threads while all other applications will use only one thread. The reconstruction is the highest priority in order to guarantee that event blocks containing the highly complex data from the detector can be processed within the time limits imposed by the grid sites. CMS does have a working version of our Geant 4[3] simulation application running with multi-threads. However, the necessary thread-safe version of Geant 4 was not available at the time CMS began creating simulation samples for LHC run 2 during the summer of 2014. We do, however, plan to use multi-threads when we begin our next large simulation campaign. 
Multi-threaded Application Performance
Given that only the reconstruction workflow will be run with multiple threads in 2015, in this paper we only report the multi-threaded performance of the reconstruction application.
Performance measurement technique
The application performance measurements were all made using an AMD 64-core Opteron 6376 machine with 126GB of RAM. From previous performance measurements made on different hardware we expect these results to be fairly representative to all hardware presently available on the grid sites accessible to CMS.
Two different data samples were used for the performance measurements. Both samples used the same underlying signal event but differed based on the amount of pileup events (events from collisions that happen within the same beam crossing as the signal event and which contribute to the data read out by the detector). The underlying signal events were tt ̅ Monte Carlo created to mimic the expected LHC conditions for 2015. One data sample used a low pileup scenario (50ns bunch spacing with average of 4 events per crossing) consistent with the beginning of data taking in 2015 while the other data sample used high pileup (25ns bunch spacing with average of 40 events per crossing) consistent with the LHC at the end of 2015. Using two different pileup samples allows us to project how the application will perform as a function of the event complexity.
In addition, two different application configurations were tested. One configuration only used Algorithms needed for reconstruction while the second configuration included Algorithms for both reconstruction and monitoring of the results of reconstruction. Our production workflows always run the reconstruction and the monitoring together. However, given the monitoring has some built in synchronization points as well as higher memory use we need to determine how big of effect that is when using multiple threads.
Finally, we ran both single threaded and multi-threaded jobs. In order to measure the single-threaded performance, we ran 64 concurrent jobs on the machine. To measure the multi-threaded performance we ran 8 concurrent jobs where each job used 8 threads thereby potentially saturating all 64 cores of the machine. We chose 8 threads because 8 is the number of cores our grid sites allocate for each of the jobs in their multi-threaded queues. All of our measurements are given in terms of the ratio of the multi-threaded to the single threaded performance. Both the single and multi-threaded jobs just processed one event block in order to determine the maximum achievable performance of the multithreaded application. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the processing time and memory usage performance measurements for the pileup sample and application configuration.
Performance measurements
In table 1 we see that when using only the reconstruction configuration the 8 multi-threaded jobs run slightly faster than 64 single-threaded jobs. However, when monitoring is added to the configuration we see that the multi-threaded speed drops. The drop is larger for low pileup than for high pileup. This is expected since as the complexity of event rises the time it takes to do reconstruction (particularly particle trajectory determination, i.e. tracking) increases much faster than the increase in time to do monitoring. Therefore more time is spent in reconstruction at high pileup and reconstruction is already very parallel efficient. Table 2 shows how much more memory is used by 64 single-threaded jobs compared to 8 multithreaded jobs. We see that one gets more memory savings at low pileup than at high pileup. This is because at high pileup the amount of memory needed to process an individual event increases while the memory shared by all events (e.g. geometry) remains constant. We can also see that the addition of monitoring to the application decreases the memory savings. This is also expected since the way monitoring was changed to be thread-safe was to allow each thread to have its own copy of the histograms being filled. Once all events have been processed those separate copies are merged together to get the final histogram. Therefore the memory needed for monitoring increases linearly with the number of concurrent events used in the application.
Full Scale Testing
Measuring the CPU efficiency of the application alone is useful to set an upper bound on the CPU efficiency which could be achieved when running a large scale workflow on the grid. The actually achievable efficiency is dependent upon many factors such as event complexity, number of events per block, network congestion at sites etc. In order to better understand the efficiency factors we did a large scale workflow test using the multi-threaded application to process a representative data sample.
Performance measurement technique
The full scale test was done by reprocessing a sample of data taken during the LHC Run 1 period. The complexity of the events in this data sample are closer to the low pileup events than the high pileup events used in the application performance test. Also this data sample had a wide variation in the number of events in each block. This variation was because of the way CMS clusters events in the same file based on preselection criteria. Unlike the application performance test, the jobs in the full scale test processed more than one event block and therefore were affected by the synchronization at the block boundaries.
The reprocessing jobs used our standard reconstruction and monitoring workflow. The test used an older CMS software release than the application performance test where the older release had a lower CPU efficiency for threading and included a few known thread-safety problems. Because of these factors the jobs only used four threads instead of eight threads as done in the application performance testing.
The scale test ran jobs on all CMS Tier 1 computing sites and was able to make use on average of 50% of the available CPUs at the sites.
Performance measurements
One purpose for doing a full scale test of the multi-threaded application was to attempt to find threadsafety issues which happen rarely and which were not found during the development and validation stages. As such, of the 45,000 jobs run during the full scale test, 72 of the jobs failed due to a problem which may have been caused by the application as apposed to failures due to transient problems at a given grid site. If we attribute all application failures to be caused by thread-safety issues, which is an over estimate, then our threading failure rate was less than 0.2% per job. Normally the CMS workflow system will retry a failing job four times in order to be less sensitive to transient problems. From our experience, failures due to thread-safety problems tend to appear randomly in a job, i.e. if a job fails once then further runs of the same job usually succeed. Therefore the chance that a job with a greater than 99.8% success rate failing four times in row is 1 in 160x10 9 . That overall failure rate is much less than failures due to site related problems. Therefore the present upper bound of expected thread-safety related problems is small enough to not impede the running of large workflows. 2 Figure 3 shows the CPU efficiency achieved for all the full scale test jobs running the application both with four threads and with one thread. The four threaded job achieved an average CPU efficiency of
We will, of course, fix any thread-safety problems we encounter. 0.8 while the single-threaded job reached 0.97. This is in contrast to the lowest CPU efficiency measured during the application performance testing of 0.83 efficiency for 8 threads. The main reason the CPU efficiency for the multi-threaded jobs are much less than for the application performance measurements is the use of the older version of the CMS software for the full scale test.
From figure 3 we can also see that some of the jobs had much lower CPU efficiencies than others. These lower efficiencies were related to jobs which had one event take an appreciable amount of the total job time. This correlation can be seen in figure 4. These long running events are primarily the first event being processed and are usually caused by an unusually long I/O related latency from either reading conditions data from the database or from the first read from a file which resides at a remote site. In addition, no strong correlation was found between low CPU efficient jobs and the number of events within the blocks processed by those jobs.
Conclusion and Outlook
CMS has successfully transitioned from its original single-threaded application to a multi-threaded application capable of processing multiple events concurrently. From the full scale workflow test we find that the failure rate caused by potential thread-safety problems is small enough to not impede large scale workflows during LHC Run 2. From the application performance testing we also find that running reconstruction and monitoring on the types of events expected for Run 2 will give an acceptable CPU efficiency and significant memory savings.
Although CMS has achieved an acceptable level of efficiency for multi-threaded jobs we still plan on improving our efficiency. We will convert more of our Algorithms to be thread-safe, specifically those Algorithms used in other CMS workflows in order to allow all workflows to exploit multiple threads. We also plan to exploit additional levels of parallelism such as running multiple Algorithms simultaneously on the same event and being able to parallelize across event block boundaries. 
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